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Uh-oh, Pookie is NOT happy in this kind-of-cranky board book from the beloved and bestselling

Sandra Boynton.Oh, sweet little Pookie! Your bright eyes are wet. Come over and tell me why you

are upset.  When Pookie feels down, PookieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mom can always guess whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

wrong with her little one. Or can she? With Sandra BoyntonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s signature charm and piggy

pizzazz, this turn-that-frown-upside-down story proves that every Little Pookie loves a reason to

smile.
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This is my daughter's favorite book at 20 month old.She can clearly articulate her emotions yet, but

from reading the book she learn to say, "im sad, I'm crying" when she's upset, this is a first step to

teach kids to recognize and control their emotions

I imagine that Sandra Boynton was an incredibly attentive mother. The tone in her Pookie books is

so tender. I read these books aloud to my 2-year-old, and she is in heaven. She has started reciting

them back to me ("I forget!"). The whole family uses lines from the Pookie books all day ("You're the

silliest pig!" "Your bright eyes are wet! Come over and tell me why you are upset!"). I am so grateful

to the person who gave us the first one.

This was a favorite of both my boys, they loved reading Pookie's parts with me.

my 2 year old granddaughter loves this book.

My son enjoys this book. I bought it to try and see if it would help my son respond when we ask him

what is wrong. The only think I don't like with this story is that there is no resolution. We never find

out why Pookie is upset. So the concept of asking "What's wrong?" to actually get a real answer is

not really there. He can't read yet, so I usually just make something up.

Such a precious set of books. Our daughter got Happy Birthday Pookie from my sister for her first

birthday, which introduced us to them. We've since purchased Night Night Little Pookie and now

What's Wrong Little Pookie because they're not only our daughters favorite books but ours too. We

bought this one used but it was in good condition still and arrived fast.

This is typical cute Boynton. Great rhymes and my kid cracks up. It's written in a way that kids can

participate too. One of the best Pookie books, in my opinion.

Very cute with a fun little "twist" at the end.
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